
PHOTOVOICE - GUIDE TO THE 
APPLICATION OF PHOTOVOICE 
PROJECTS
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Participatory processes

During the DANUrB Interreg project working with local 
communities was a key issue. We focused on proces-
ses which can be adapted in small towns and provide 
knowledge and tools for the people to valorise their 
heritage and improve their environment with different 
scaled interventions. In this guide, we introduce The 
Photovoice project, which is an efficient way to explore 
the relation between locals and their environment and 
valorize their heritage.

Photovoice is a sociological method that involves selected 
stakeholders in local transformation processes. It gives par-
ticipants a tool to express their desires, needs and aspirations 
based on the power of photography. Participants will be equip-
ped with a camera and are asked to take pictures focusing on 
a specific question. The method works out best if questions are 
formulated as open as possible. Within DANUrB, we consider 
the question “What to change? What to maintain?” a perfect 
one to invite people to speak about their feelings and stories 
concerning a specific area in their town.
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WHY DO WE DO IT? 

Photovoice has proven useful within the setting of 
multicultural, inter- and transdisciplinary studies 
where scientific research is aimed at contributing 
to a local participatory process. Results of such so-
cial science research can be shared with scientists 
from other disciplines, local stakeholders and res-
pondents. Respondents become appreciated “da-
ily life experts”.

WHO IS IT FOR? 

This guide is helpful for people in the public ser-
vice and activists who are particularly committed 
to strengthening the population’s own initiative 
and who are interested in involving the popula-
tion in large-scale projects (e.g. infrastructure, 
housing policy) at an early stage to learn more 
about the ideas and concerns people bring in 
a more subtle way. Support of social scientists 
and/or special training is necessary. Participato-
ry photovoice has a strong self-reflexive charac-
ter and - if suggestions made by participants are 
taken seriously by the experts - can be classified 
as a bottom-up initiative. 

community 
buildingparticipation
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OUR STORY

The photo interview method is used in a participatory in-
ter- and transdisciplinary research setting: Oikodrom used 
photovoice successfully in many different countries -  from 
Austria to developmental studies in Latin America to Isla-
mic Mediterranean countries and recently in Vienna and in 
Brussels.  

In the DANUrB project, the central topic of the photo inter-
views was “What to change? What to maintain?” By taking 
these questions as starting points, revealing insights were 
gained about the role of the Danube in the lives of local 
people. These conversations gave valuable insights about 
how to involve dwellers in a process.  

Respondents become partners with social scientists as 
they can add new topics to the research by bringing in their 
insights. They take an active role in a process which is es-
pecially desirable in sustainability studies: since the point 

of view of local people is in the centre, these conversations 
give valuable insights about how to involve dwellers in a 
process. In a trial-and-error process, the team developed 
future scenarios, relating time (present and future) to space.

The photo interviews with dwellers, complemented by dis-
cussions and comments of experts and including resear-
chers’ recommendations, showed how to better integrate 
the role of the Danube into people‘s life and discovered a 
whole range of function of the riverside - like recreation, 
diversity in biology, the multiple usages at different times 
and seasons, broken down into items of access, distance 
and personal or common future scenarios. 

Photovoice is a qualitative research method involving di-
verse stakeholders in local transformation processes. Lo-
cal dwellers receive an active role within those processes 
by bringing in their point of view through photo interviews. 
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OCCURRING PROBLEMS SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TOOLS/METHODOLOGY OF THE 
SOLUTION

Traditionally, local dwellers 
were excluded from local urban 
transformation processes. The-
se top-down processes had ne-
gative consequences for the life 
quality in the Danube region.

Smaller towns along the Danube 
were not integrated in tourism de-
velopment. Lack of a shared regio-
nal identity along the Danube and 
its hidden qualities.

Although all DANUrB countries sig-
ned Agenda 2030 and thus agre-
ed to sustainable development, 
the implementation of sustainabi-
lity-oriented actions remains at the 
cities margins.

Foster a shared regional identity 
and create a regional brand to 
make sustainable tourism more 
attractive. 

By participating in photovoice 
dwellers became more conscious 
of their environment and aspects 
of sustainability. On postcards, we 
linked the quotes and photog-
raphs to key topics of sustainability. 
Outtakes from research results hel-
ped us to communicate a complex 
issue such as sustainability. 

PHOTOVOICE:
Photovoice has proven useful within the setting of 
multicultural, inter- and transdisciplinary studies 
where scientific research is aimed at contributing 
to a local participatory process.

STRENGTHENING BOTTOM-UP INITIATIVES: 
solutions aimed at creative cooperation and com-
mon thinking can strengthen bottom-up initiatives.

RESEARCH OF CULTURAL HERITAGE:
Repositioning of existing values; the importance of 
building on traditions.

CULTURAL MAPPING: 
On the one hand, collecting and then clustering 
local cultural heritage and opportunities together 
(with local decision-makers and stakeholders). On 
the other hand, review the goals and initiatives of 
local actors and compare them with the opportuni-
ties in accordance with the DANUrB objectives.

EXHIBITION CURATION AND MANAGEMENT 
(INCLUDING MATERIAL FROM PHOTOVOICE)
Presenting the material results of the interviews in 
a creative way shows tangible and easy-to-unders-
tand results.

PLACEMAKING:
Rethinking and redesigning unused or underused 
places by the Danube or in their cities through tem-
porarily using them for social, cultural or environ-
mental purposes.

This bottom-up approach 
gives a place for the views of 
local dwellers, their needs 
and desires. It gives insight 
into starting questions for a 
sustainable future.
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WHY SHOULD YOU DO IT?
Opens new possibilities for community building

Creates intersubjective production of meaning through 
artistic events

Participants express their needs and desires to improve 
life quality in their regions

Local authorities get to know the needs of the people 
living there

Improves relationships between different partners

Cross border knowledge tree

WHAT WILL YOU NEED? 

Contact with one or two local groups that know each 
other through other contexts 
(association, work relationship)

A translator and research assistant 

A quiet site where interviews can be conducted
shared future vision

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

HOW SHOULD YOU DO IT?

Choose respondents through local partners and discuss local challenges

Invite participants to take photos which reflect their point of view: 
“what to maintain? what to change?”. 

Interview participants take photos of specific subjects which are 
meaningful to them. 

Researchers conduct an interview with the participants based on the 
taken photos

Researchers draw conclusions from photos, interviews and observations 
and compose a selection of representative quotes and photographs.

GENERAL GUIDELINES:
Photovoice is a participatory and collaborative process: respon-
dents are partners

Staff needs specific training by social scientists

Respondents need support (e.g. technical support)

Carry the research process out as a long-term project (one week for 
taking photos and participating in interviews is often too short for the 
respondents)

Consider necessary language skills

The project should result in some action (e.g. photo exhibition, exchange 
with policy makers)

Difficulties of recruiting and diversification of participants can be 
overcome by offering (non-monetary) incentives
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Write to us: 
MICHAEL ANRANTER, 
ANRANTER@OIKOPLUS.COM 

Follow us: 
FACEBOOK.COM/ 
KORTARSEPITESZETIKOZPONT

Web: 
OIKODROM.ORG

 

If you are interested and would also like 
to organise Photovoice interview series,  
please contact us.

More info:

Michael Anranter, Heidi Dumreicher, Bettina Kolb, 
Elisabeth Salletmaier
OIKODROM - The Vienna Institute for Urban Sus-
tainability// OIKOPLUS KG

Michael Anranter, 2018. Improving Tourism in 
Cities along the Danube: Where Local Dwel-
lers and Tourists Come Together or Collide. In:  
Der Donauraum 56(3-4)

Heidi Dumreicher, 2009. Visioning and Forecast-
ing Sustainable Scenarios for the Mediterranean 
Region. A Methodological Approach.

Bettina Kolb, 2008. Involving, Sharing, 
Forum Qualitative Social Research 9(3). 
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Participatory processes in education

During the Interreg project DANUrB, working with local communities 
was a key issue. We focused on processes which can be adapted in 
small towns and provide knowledge and tools for people to valorise 
their heritage and improve their environment. In this guide, we intro-
duce The Expanded Garden workshop, one of our activity related to 
participatory processes in education.

The Expanded Garden works with art interventions, called micro-labora-
tories, which focus on the interrelations of critical education, contempo-
rary art practices and urban environmental policies. Interventions took 
place in different schoolyards and their surroundings. Based on the as-
sumption that education can take place in every moment and everywhe-
re, the micro-laboratories constitute an expanded territory of performa-
tive learning, a place of playful reflection about urban-rural space, aiming 
at reflecting on our daily ecological behaviour.
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WHO IS IT FOR? 

For visual artists, scholars, citizens or institutions who want to think and 
act around the idea of the “Cooperative City”:
People who want to reconnect the schools with the city, through the per-
spective of young people and through interventions on semi-rural and 
semi-public spaces. 
People who are interested in creating new spaces for knowledge exchan-
ge and cultural production between schools, visual artists and commu-
nity initiatives on alternative models of a sustainable economy 
People who try to visualize different agricultural heritage systems
And artist-researchers who focus on research about participatory met-
hods through techniques of cooperatives games, similar sociometric 
exercises and new media pedagogies. 

expanded 
education

sustainable 
economyplace based education

art and participation

WHY DO WE DO IT? 

The micro-laboratories consist of punctual interventions forming 
a mobile laboratory, which can be displayed and positioned on 
various sites. It is transportable to various places and thus makes 
education an issue that takes place everywhere. In the expand-
ed garden being a more specific issue on the environmental 
conditions and about food and food culture, artists and teachers 
offer space to students for experimental production based on 
knowledge exchange among themselves. This action can also 
be used to connect public schools with local enterprises in the 
food and agriculture sector and thus increase the students’ iden-
tification with local products and foods.
At the heart of these artistic interventions are interdisciplinary 
investigations of public space and its continuous transforma-
tion. Emphasis is put on the critical articulation of actual urban 
and rural/urban landscapes including food production and re-
tail. Working on the assumption that every place constitutes 
an open system, the expanded garden helps to detect and put 
under scrutiny the potentials of symbolic and social/political in-
terference in such spaces. 
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OUR STORY

The Expanded Garden project derives from the artistic pro-
ject “Corridor Breaks” that Irene Lucas and Christoph Euler 
designed for the Manifesta 8 (2010) exhibition in Murcia, and 
that they have also carried out in Vienna in adapted versions. 

Starting from the concept of   the art device of Brian Hol-
mes, the main idea was to realize artistic interventions in 
courtyards of different schools to develop a photo-ins-
tallation - diagram as a comparative network of series of 
photos developed through group dynamics and interacti-
ons at the school and outside the school.

The Expanded Garden micro-laboratories use the 
schoolyard as the starting point for a route that links the 
school with civic initiatives in a  2km radius of the schools, 
in the form of a sustainable route. Following local projects 
or initiatives in each community and connecting them to 

the playgrounds of the schools is the strategy, which al-
lows to open up an interdisciplinary space of co-creation 
and knowledge exchange. 

It is decisive to contact initiatives around principal mo-
vements on sustainable matters such as Permaculture, 
Slow Food, Biodiversity, Bike Community, Coworking 
Spaces, Urban Gardening, Food Coops, Community 
Seed Banks ... During the research period, it is impor-
tant to have a wide angle to give space to specific local 
projects which are perhaps grounded in global move-
ments, such as the network of transition towns.

Essential ingredients of our methodology are dynamics 
dealing with cooperative games, mappings, collaborative 
visual production through drawings, video and photog-
raphy and at the end the celebration of a collective lunch.
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OCCURRING PROBLEMS SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TOOLS/METHODOLOGY OF 
THE SOLUTION

Kids and students don’t have 
the knowledge to reconnect 
with their environment.

Difficulties in the communi-
cation among local initiatives.

Lack of community-based 
practices (like planning and 
sharing ideas in teams)

Horizontal collaboration with local 
partners need time and similar in-
terests (so far, only on one occasion 
did we have difficulties with the col-
laboration with paid assistants)

Include our contacts to defi-
ne the intention of the project 
and to visit the places of inte-
rest and possible cooperation

Encourage kids, school com-
munities and local stakeholders 
to connect and collaborate. 

Define clear roles 
and capabilities

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING: 
Discussing problems and opportunities reveals 
new information that leads to better results.

MENTAL MAPPING: 
It provides an opportunity to develop a dialogue 
about certain subjective and objective topics, ther-
eby, participants can create a new social environ-
mental  “map”.

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE:
In many cases, the dialogue itself leads to a solution 
without further actions taken.

PLACEMAKING: 
Rethinking and redesigning unused or underused 
places by the Danube or in their cities through tem-
porarily using them for social, cultural or environ-
mental purposes.

INCREASE TRUST AMONG LOCAL PARTNERS 
AND PROFESSIONALS

FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION

Involve communities and 
start educative dialogues. 
Investigate the current 
cultural, social environ-
ment of the community 
and initiate discussion.
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Applying an Expanded Garden project in your community can 
bring each partner/participant several benefits such as: 

opening new perspectives for the local community and 
school community

creating intersubjective production of meaning through 
artistic events

improving relationships between different partners

creating moments of co-creation between the different partners

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?

In order to carry out a successful project, you would 
need at least: 

Contact with one or two local groups that know each 
other through other contexts (association, work 
relationship)

A translator and researcher or artist assistant 

A cooperation with a school

A solar cooker or organisations with solar cookers

Video and photography equipment

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

HOW SHOULD YOU DO IT?
In DANUrB we followed four steps:

Research on the internet and site-specific research

Meetings for exchange of interests with our local partners, defining 
mutual interests on common ground and seeds 

Integration of the local partners in the workshops at the schoolyard 
and intersection of trans-disciplinary approaches, working, eating, 
drawing, solar cooking and talking are taking place at the same time.

Develop a format for the representation of results for participants 
and potential visiting groups (especially schools, etc.).

GENERAL GUIDELINES:
The expanded garden is a laboratory on collaboration and coopera-
tion on  territory practices, interventions are used as a situation for 
co-production and knowledge exchange

Close collaboration needs time and face to face communication

Respondents need support (e.g. technical support)

Research on site and direct exchange of interest 

Consider necessary language skills

The project should result in interactions between local partners and 
the schools 
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Web: 
CHRISTOPHEULER.AT/VISUAL-ARTIST/

CARGOCOLLECTIVE.COM/IRENELUCAS

FACEBOOK.COM/IRENE.LUCAS.5477

LAENGENFELDGARTEN.AT/WP-CONT-
ENT/UPLOADS/GARTENKULTUR_IM_
SCHULHOF.PDF

 

If you are interested and would also like 
to organise an expanded garden project, 
please contact us. 

Publisher: 

Hungarian Contemporary Architecture Centre (KÉK)
1111 Budapest, Bartók Béla út 10-12.
www.kek.org.hu

Lector: 
Barangó Bajtai Zoltán

Translater:

Zalasch Tímea

Design: 

Teodóra Tóth

Contributors: 

Zoltán Barangó Bajtai, Eszter Dávida, Mercédesz Jeczkó, János 
Klaniczay, Tímea  Szőke, Tímea Zalasch, Budapest100 team, 
BME ÉPK Department of Urban Planning and Design, 
kultúrAktív, Oikodrom, Valyó group.

Project co-funded by European Union funds (ERDF, IPA, ENI). 
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Participatory processes in education

During the Interreg project DANUrB, working with local communities 
was a key issue. We focused on processes which can be adapted in 
small towns and provide knowledge and tools for people to valorise 
their heritage and improve their environment. In this guide, we intro-
duce The Expanded Garden workshop, one of our activity related to 
participatory processes in education.

The Expanded Garden works with art interventions, called micro-labora-
tories, which focus on the interrelations of critical education, contempo-
rary art practices and urban environmental policies. Interventions took 
place in different schoolyards and their surroundings. Based on the as-
sumption that education can take place in every moment and everywhe-
re, the micro-laboratories constitute an expanded territory of performa-
tive learning, a place of playful reflection about urban-rural space, aiming 
at reflecting on our daily ecological behaviour.
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WHO IS IT FOR? 

For visual artists, scholars, citizens or institutions who want to think and 
act around the idea of the “Cooperative City”:
People who want to reconnect the schools with the city, through the per-
spective of young people and through interventions on semi-rural and 
semi-public spaces. 
People who are interested in creating new spaces for knowledge exchan-
ge and cultural production between schools, visual artists and commu-
nity initiatives on alternative models of a sustainable economy 
People who try to visualize different agricultural heritage systems
And artist-researchers who focus on research about participatory met-
hods through techniques of cooperatives games, similar sociometric 
exercises and new media pedagogies. 

expanded 
education

sustainable 
economyplace based education

art and participation

WHY DO WE DO IT? 

The micro-laboratories consist of punctual interventions forming 
a mobile laboratory, which can be displayed and positioned on 
various sites. It is transportable to various places and thus makes 
education an issue that takes place everywhere. In the expand-
ed garden being a more specific issue on the environmental 
conditions and about food and food culture, artists and teachers 
offer space to students for experimental production based on 
knowledge exchange among themselves. This action can also 
be used to connect public schools with local enterprises in the 
food and agriculture sector and thus increase the students’ iden-
tification with local products and foods.
At the heart of these artistic interventions are interdisciplinary 
investigations of public space and its continuous transforma-
tion. Emphasis is put on the critical articulation of actual urban 
and rural/urban landscapes including food production and re-
tail. Working on the assumption that every place constitutes 
an open system, the expanded garden helps to detect and put 
under scrutiny the potentials of symbolic and social/political in-
terference in such spaces. 
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OUR STORY

The Expanded Garden project derives from the artistic pro-
ject “Corridor Breaks” that Irene Lucas and Christoph Euler 
designed for the Manifesta 8 (2010) exhibition in Murcia, and 
that they have also carried out in Vienna in adapted versions. 

Starting from the concept of   the art device of Brian Hol-
mes, the main idea was to realize artistic interventions in 
courtyards of different schools to develop a photo-ins-
tallation - diagram as a comparative network of series of 
photos developed through group dynamics and interacti-
ons at the school and outside the school.

The Expanded Garden micro-laboratories use the 
schoolyard as the starting point for a route that links the 
school with civic initiatives in a  2km radius of the schools, 
in the form of a sustainable route. Following local projects 
or initiatives in each community and connecting them to 

the playgrounds of the schools is the strategy, which al-
lows to open up an interdisciplinary space of co-creation 
and knowledge exchange. 

It is decisive to contact initiatives around principal mo-
vements on sustainable matters such as Permaculture, 
Slow Food, Biodiversity, Bike Community, Coworking 
Spaces, Urban Gardening, Food Coops, Community 
Seed Banks ... During the research period, it is impor-
tant to have a wide angle to give space to specific local 
projects which are perhaps grounded in global move-
ments, such as the network of transition towns.

Essential ingredients of our methodology are dynamics 
dealing with cooperative games, mappings, collaborative 
visual production through drawings, video and photog-
raphy and at the end the celebration of a collective lunch.
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OCCURRING PROBLEMS SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TOOLS/METHODOLOGY OF 
THE SOLUTION

Kids and students don’t have 
the knowledge to reconnect 
with their environment.

Difficulties in the communi-
cation among local initiatives.

Lack of community-based 
practices (like planning and 
sharing ideas in teams)

Horizontal collaboration with local 
partners need time and similar in-
terests (so far, only on one occasion 
did we have difficulties with the col-
laboration with paid assistants)

Include our contacts to defi-
ne the intention of the project 
and to visit the places of inte-
rest and possible cooperation

Encourage kids, school com-
munities and local stakeholders 
to connect and collaborate. 

Define clear roles 
and capabilities

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING: 
Discussing problems and opportunities reveals 
new information that leads to better results.

MENTAL MAPPING: 
It provides an opportunity to develop a dialogue 
about certain subjective and objective topics, ther-
eby, participants can create a new social environ-
mental  “map”.

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE:
In many cases, the dialogue itself leads to a solution 
without further actions taken.

PLACEMAKING: 
Rethinking and redesigning unused or underused 
places by the Danube or in their cities through tem-
porarily using them for social, cultural or environ-
mental purposes.

INCREASE TRUST AMONG LOCAL PARTNERS 
AND PROFESSIONALS

FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION

Involve communities and 
start educative dialogues. 
Investigate the current 
cultural, social environ-
ment of the community 
and initiate discussion.
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Applying an Expanded Garden project in your community can 
bring each partner/participant several benefits such as: 

opening new perspectives for the local community and 
school community

creating intersubjective production of meaning through 
artistic events

improving relationships between different partners

creating moments of co-creation between the different partners

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?

In order to carry out a successful project, you would 
need at least: 

Contact with one or two local groups that know each 
other through other contexts (association, work 
relationship)

A translator and researcher or artist assistant 

A cooperation with a school

A solar cooker or organisations with solar cookers

Video and photography equipment
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HOW SHOULD YOU DO IT?
In DANUrB we followed four steps:

Research on the internet and site-specific research

Meetings for exchange of interests with our local partners, defining 
mutual interests on common ground and seeds 

Integration of the local partners in the workshops at the schoolyard 
and intersection of trans-disciplinary approaches, working, eating, 
drawing, solar cooking and talking are taking place at the same time.

Develop a format for the representation of results for participants 
and potential visiting groups (especially schools, etc.).

GENERAL GUIDELINES:
The expanded garden is a laboratory on collaboration and coopera-
tion on  territory practices, interventions are used as a situation for 
co-production and knowledge exchange

Close collaboration needs time and face to face communication

Respondents need support (e.g. technical support)

Research on site and direct exchange of interest 

Consider necessary language skills

The project should result in interactions between local partners and 
the schools 
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Participatory processes in education

During the Interreg project DANUrB, working with local communities 
was a key issue. We focused on processes which can be adapted in 
small towns and provide knowledge and tools for people to valorise 
their heritage and improve their environment. In this guide, we intro-
duce The Expanded Garden workshop, one of our activity related to 
participatory processes in education.

The Expanded Garden works with art interventions, called micro-labora-
tories, which focus on the interrelations of critical education, contempo-
rary art practices and urban environmental policies. Interventions took 
place in different schoolyards and their surroundings. Based on the as-
sumption that education can take place in every moment and everywhe-
re, the micro-laboratories constitute an expanded territory of performa-
tive learning, a place of playful reflection about urban-rural space, aiming 
at reflecting on our daily ecological behaviour.
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WHO IS IT FOR? 

For visual artists, scholars, citizens or institutions who want to think and 
act around the idea of the “Cooperative City”:
People who want to reconnect the schools with the city, through the per-
spective of young people and through interventions on semi-rural and 
semi-public spaces. 
People who are interested in creating new spaces for knowledge exchan-
ge and cultural production between schools, visual artists and commu-
nity initiatives on alternative models of a sustainable economy 
People who try to visualize different agricultural heritage systems
And artist-researchers who focus on research about participatory met-
hods through techniques of cooperatives games, similar sociometric 
exercises and new media pedagogies. 
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sustainable 
economyplace based education

art and participation

WHY DO WE DO IT? 

The micro-laboratories consist of punctual interventions forming 
a mobile laboratory, which can be displayed and positioned on 
various sites. It is transportable to various places and thus makes 
education an issue that takes place everywhere. In the expand-
ed garden being a more specific issue on the environmental 
conditions and about food and food culture, artists and teachers 
offer space to students for experimental production based on 
knowledge exchange among themselves. This action can also 
be used to connect public schools with local enterprises in the 
food and agriculture sector and thus increase the students’ iden-
tification with local products and foods.
At the heart of these artistic interventions are interdisciplinary 
investigations of public space and its continuous transforma-
tion. Emphasis is put on the critical articulation of actual urban 
and rural/urban landscapes including food production and re-
tail. Working on the assumption that every place constitutes 
an open system, the expanded garden helps to detect and put 
under scrutiny the potentials of symbolic and social/political in-
terference in such spaces. 
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OUR STORY

The Expanded Garden project derives from the artistic pro-
ject “Corridor Breaks” that Irene Lucas and Christoph Euler 
designed for the Manifesta 8 (2010) exhibition in Murcia, and 
that they have also carried out in Vienna in adapted versions. 

Starting from the concept of   the art device of Brian Hol-
mes, the main idea was to realize artistic interventions in 
courtyards of different schools to develop a photo-ins-
tallation - diagram as a comparative network of series of 
photos developed through group dynamics and interacti-
ons at the school and outside the school.

The Expanded Garden micro-laboratories use the 
schoolyard as the starting point for a route that links the 
school with civic initiatives in a  2km radius of the schools, 
in the form of a sustainable route. Following local projects 
or initiatives in each community and connecting them to 

the playgrounds of the schools is the strategy, which al-
lows to open up an interdisciplinary space of co-creation 
and knowledge exchange. 

It is decisive to contact initiatives around principal mo-
vements on sustainable matters such as Permaculture, 
Slow Food, Biodiversity, Bike Community, Coworking 
Spaces, Urban Gardening, Food Coops, Community 
Seed Banks ... During the research period, it is impor-
tant to have a wide angle to give space to specific local 
projects which are perhaps grounded in global move-
ments, such as the network of transition towns.

Essential ingredients of our methodology are dynamics 
dealing with cooperative games, mappings, collaborative 
visual production through drawings, video and photog-
raphy and at the end the celebration of a collective lunch.
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OCCURRING PROBLEMS SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TOOLS/METHODOLOGY OF 
THE SOLUTION

Kids and students don’t have 
the knowledge to reconnect 
with their environment.

Difficulties in the communi-
cation among local initiatives.

Lack of community-based 
practices (like planning and 
sharing ideas in teams)

Horizontal collaboration with local 
partners need time and similar in-
terests (so far, only on one occasion 
did we have difficulties with the col-
laboration with paid assistants)

Include our contacts to defi-
ne the intention of the project 
and to visit the places of inte-
rest and possible cooperation

Encourage kids, school com-
munities and local stakeholders 
to connect and collaborate. 

Define clear roles 
and capabilities

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING: 
Discussing problems and opportunities reveals 
new information that leads to better results.

MENTAL MAPPING: 
It provides an opportunity to develop a dialogue 
about certain subjective and objective topics, ther-
eby, participants can create a new social environ-
mental  “map”.

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE:
In many cases, the dialogue itself leads to a solution 
without further actions taken.

PLACEMAKING: 
Rethinking and redesigning unused or underused 
places by the Danube or in their cities through tem-
porarily using them for social, cultural or environ-
mental purposes.

INCREASE TRUST AMONG LOCAL PARTNERS 
AND PROFESSIONALS

FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION

Involve communities and 
start educative dialogues. 
Investigate the current 
cultural, social environ-
ment of the community 
and initiate discussion.
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Applying an Expanded Garden project in your community can 
bring each partner/participant several benefits such as: 

opening new perspectives for the local community and 
school community

creating intersubjective production of meaning through 
artistic events

improving relationships between different partners

creating moments of co-creation between the different partners

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?

In order to carry out a successful project, you would 
need at least: 

Contact with one or two local groups that know each 
other through other contexts (association, work 
relationship)

A translator and researcher or artist assistant 

A cooperation with a school

A solar cooker or organisations with solar cookers

Video and photography equipment

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

HOW SHOULD YOU DO IT?
In DANUrB we followed four steps:

Research on the internet and site-specific research

Meetings for exchange of interests with our local partners, defining 
mutual interests on common ground and seeds 

Integration of the local partners in the workshops at the schoolyard 
and intersection of trans-disciplinary approaches, working, eating, 
drawing, solar cooking and talking are taking place at the same time.

Develop a format for the representation of results for participants 
and potential visiting groups (especially schools, etc.).

GENERAL GUIDELINES:
The expanded garden is a laboratory on collaboration and coopera-
tion on  territory practices, interventions are used as a situation for 
co-production and knowledge exchange

Close collaboration needs time and face to face communication

Respondents need support (e.g. technical support)

Research on site and direct exchange of interest 

Consider necessary language skills

The project should result in interactions between local partners and 
the schools 
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Participatory processes in education

During the Interreg project DANUrB, working with local communities 
was a key issue. We focused on processes which can be adapted in 
small towns and provide knowledge and tools for people to valorise 
their heritage and improve their environment. In this guide, we intro-
duce The Expanded Garden workshop, one of our activity related to 
participatory processes in education.

The Expanded Garden works with art interventions, called micro-labora-
tories, which focus on the interrelations of critical education, contempo-
rary art practices and urban environmental policies. Interventions took 
place in different schoolyards and their surroundings. Based on the as-
sumption that education can take place in every moment and everywhe-
re, the micro-laboratories constitute an expanded territory of performa-
tive learning, a place of playful reflection about urban-rural space, aiming 
at reflecting on our daily ecological behaviour.
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WHO IS IT FOR? 

For visual artists, scholars, citizens or institutions who want to think and 
act around the idea of the “Cooperative City”:
People who want to reconnect the schools with the city, through the per-
spective of young people and through interventions on semi-rural and 
semi-public spaces. 
People who are interested in creating new spaces for knowledge exchan-
ge and cultural production between schools, visual artists and commu-
nity initiatives on alternative models of a sustainable economy 
People who try to visualize different agricultural heritage systems
And artist-researchers who focus on research about participatory met-
hods through techniques of cooperatives games, similar sociometric 
exercises and new media pedagogies. 
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WHY DO WE DO IT? 

The micro-laboratories consist of punctual interventions forming 
a mobile laboratory, which can be displayed and positioned on 
various sites. It is transportable to various places and thus makes 
education an issue that takes place everywhere. In the expand-
ed garden being a more specific issue on the environmental 
conditions and about food and food culture, artists and teachers 
offer space to students for experimental production based on 
knowledge exchange among themselves. This action can also 
be used to connect public schools with local enterprises in the 
food and agriculture sector and thus increase the students’ iden-
tification with local products and foods.
At the heart of these artistic interventions are interdisciplinary 
investigations of public space and its continuous transforma-
tion. Emphasis is put on the critical articulation of actual urban 
and rural/urban landscapes including food production and re-
tail. Working on the assumption that every place constitutes 
an open system, the expanded garden helps to detect and put 
under scrutiny the potentials of symbolic and social/political in-
terference in such spaces. 
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OUR STORY

The Expanded Garden project derives from the artistic pro-
ject “Corridor Breaks” that Irene Lucas and Christoph Euler 
designed for the Manifesta 8 (2010) exhibition in Murcia, and 
that they have also carried out in Vienna in adapted versions. 

Starting from the concept of   the art device of Brian Hol-
mes, the main idea was to realize artistic interventions in 
courtyards of different schools to develop a photo-ins-
tallation - diagram as a comparative network of series of 
photos developed through group dynamics and interacti-
ons at the school and outside the school.

The Expanded Garden micro-laboratories use the 
schoolyard as the starting point for a route that links the 
school with civic initiatives in a  2km radius of the schools, 
in the form of a sustainable route. Following local projects 
or initiatives in each community and connecting them to 

the playgrounds of the schools is the strategy, which al-
lows to open up an interdisciplinary space of co-creation 
and knowledge exchange. 

It is decisive to contact initiatives around principal mo-
vements on sustainable matters such as Permaculture, 
Slow Food, Biodiversity, Bike Community, Coworking 
Spaces, Urban Gardening, Food Coops, Community 
Seed Banks ... During the research period, it is impor-
tant to have a wide angle to give space to specific local 
projects which are perhaps grounded in global move-
ments, such as the network of transition towns.

Essential ingredients of our methodology are dynamics 
dealing with cooperative games, mappings, collaborative 
visual production through drawings, video and photog-
raphy and at the end the celebration of a collective lunch.
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Kids and students don’t have 
the knowledge to reconnect 
with their environment.

Difficulties in the communi-
cation among local initiatives.

Lack of community-based 
practices (like planning and 
sharing ideas in teams)

Horizontal collaboration with local 
partners need time and similar in-
terests (so far, only on one occasion 
did we have difficulties with the col-
laboration with paid assistants)

Include our contacts to defi-
ne the intention of the project 
and to visit the places of inte-
rest and possible cooperation

Encourage kids, school com-
munities and local stakeholders 
to connect and collaborate. 

Define clear roles 
and capabilities

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING: 
Discussing problems and opportunities reveals 
new information that leads to better results.

MENTAL MAPPING: 
It provides an opportunity to develop a dialogue 
about certain subjective and objective topics, ther-
eby, participants can create a new social environ-
mental  “map”.

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE:
In many cases, the dialogue itself leads to a solution 
without further actions taken.

PLACEMAKING: 
Rethinking and redesigning unused or underused 
places by the Danube or in their cities through tem-
porarily using them for social, cultural or environ-
mental purposes.

INCREASE TRUST AMONG LOCAL PARTNERS 
AND PROFESSIONALS

FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION

Involve communities and 
start educative dialogues. 
Investigate the current 
cultural, social environ-
ment of the community 
and initiate discussion.
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Applying an Expanded Garden project in your community can 
bring each partner/participant several benefits such as: 

opening new perspectives for the local community and 
school community

creating intersubjective production of meaning through 
artistic events

improving relationships between different partners

creating moments of co-creation between the different partners

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?

In order to carry out a successful project, you would 
need at least: 

Contact with one or two local groups that know each 
other through other contexts (association, work 
relationship)

A translator and researcher or artist assistant 

A cooperation with a school

A solar cooker or organisations with solar cookers

Video and photography equipment
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HOW SHOULD YOU DO IT?
In DANUrB we followed four steps:

Research on the internet and site-specific research

Meetings for exchange of interests with our local partners, defining 
mutual interests on common ground and seeds 

Integration of the local partners in the workshops at the schoolyard 
and intersection of trans-disciplinary approaches, working, eating, 
drawing, solar cooking and talking are taking place at the same time.

Develop a format for the representation of results for participants 
and potential visiting groups (especially schools, etc.).

GENERAL GUIDELINES:
The expanded garden is a laboratory on collaboration and coopera-
tion on  territory practices, interventions are used as a situation for 
co-production and knowledge exchange

Close collaboration needs time and face to face communication

Respondents need support (e.g. technical support)

Research on site and direct exchange of interest 

Consider necessary language skills

The project should result in interactions between local partners and 
the schools 
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Participatory processes in education

During the Interreg project DANUrB, working with local communities 
was a key issue. We focused on processes which can be adapted in 
small towns and provide knowledge and tools for people to valorise 
their heritage and improve their environment. In this guide, we intro-
duce The Expanded Garden workshop, one of our activity related to 
participatory processes in education.

The Expanded Garden works with art interventions, called micro-labora-
tories, which focus on the interrelations of critical education, contempo-
rary art practices and urban environmental policies. Interventions took 
place in different schoolyards and their surroundings. Based on the as-
sumption that education can take place in every moment and everywhe-
re, the micro-laboratories constitute an expanded territory of performa-
tive learning, a place of playful reflection about urban-rural space, aiming 
at reflecting on our daily ecological behaviour.
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WHO IS IT FOR? 

For visual artists, scholars, citizens or institutions who want to think and 
act around the idea of the “Cooperative City”:
People who want to reconnect the schools with the city, through the per-
spective of young people and through interventions on semi-rural and 
semi-public spaces. 
People who are interested in creating new spaces for knowledge exchan-
ge and cultural production between schools, visual artists and commu-
nity initiatives on alternative models of a sustainable economy 
People who try to visualize different agricultural heritage systems
And artist-researchers who focus on research about participatory met-
hods through techniques of cooperatives games, similar sociometric 
exercises and new media pedagogies. 
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art and participation

WHY DO WE DO IT? 

The micro-laboratories consist of punctual interventions forming 
a mobile laboratory, which can be displayed and positioned on 
various sites. It is transportable to various places and thus makes 
education an issue that takes place everywhere. In the expand-
ed garden being a more specific issue on the environmental 
conditions and about food and food culture, artists and teachers 
offer space to students for experimental production based on 
knowledge exchange among themselves. This action can also 
be used to connect public schools with local enterprises in the 
food and agriculture sector and thus increase the students’ iden-
tification with local products and foods.
At the heart of these artistic interventions are interdisciplinary 
investigations of public space and its continuous transforma-
tion. Emphasis is put on the critical articulation of actual urban 
and rural/urban landscapes including food production and re-
tail. Working on the assumption that every place constitutes 
an open system, the expanded garden helps to detect and put 
under scrutiny the potentials of symbolic and social/political in-
terference in such spaces. 
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OUR STORY

The Expanded Garden project derives from the artistic pro-
ject “Corridor Breaks” that Irene Lucas and Christoph Euler 
designed for the Manifesta 8 (2010) exhibition in Murcia, and 
that they have also carried out in Vienna in adapted versions. 

Starting from the concept of   the art device of Brian Hol-
mes, the main idea was to realize artistic interventions in 
courtyards of different schools to develop a photo-ins-
tallation - diagram as a comparative network of series of 
photos developed through group dynamics and interacti-
ons at the school and outside the school.

The Expanded Garden micro-laboratories use the 
schoolyard as the starting point for a route that links the 
school with civic initiatives in a  2km radius of the schools, 
in the form of a sustainable route. Following local projects 
or initiatives in each community and connecting them to 

the playgrounds of the schools is the strategy, which al-
lows to open up an interdisciplinary space of co-creation 
and knowledge exchange. 

It is decisive to contact initiatives around principal mo-
vements on sustainable matters such as Permaculture, 
Slow Food, Biodiversity, Bike Community, Coworking 
Spaces, Urban Gardening, Food Coops, Community 
Seed Banks ... During the research period, it is impor-
tant to have a wide angle to give space to specific local 
projects which are perhaps grounded in global move-
ments, such as the network of transition towns.

Essential ingredients of our methodology are dynamics 
dealing with cooperative games, mappings, collaborative 
visual production through drawings, video and photog-
raphy and at the end the celebration of a collective lunch.
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OCCURRING PROBLEMS SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TOOLS/METHODOLOGY OF 
THE SOLUTION

Kids and students don’t have 
the knowledge to reconnect 
with their environment.

Difficulties in the communi-
cation among local initiatives.

Lack of community-based 
practices (like planning and 
sharing ideas in teams)

Horizontal collaboration with local 
partners need time and similar in-
terests (so far, only on one occasion 
did we have difficulties with the col-
laboration with paid assistants)

Include our contacts to defi-
ne the intention of the project 
and to visit the places of inte-
rest and possible cooperation

Encourage kids, school com-
munities and local stakeholders 
to connect and collaborate. 

Define clear roles 
and capabilities

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING: 
Discussing problems and opportunities reveals 
new information that leads to better results.

MENTAL MAPPING: 
It provides an opportunity to develop a dialogue 
about certain subjective and objective topics, ther-
eby, participants can create a new social environ-
mental  “map”.

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE:
In many cases, the dialogue itself leads to a solution 
without further actions taken.

PLACEMAKING: 
Rethinking and redesigning unused or underused 
places by the Danube or in their cities through tem-
porarily using them for social, cultural or environ-
mental purposes.

INCREASE TRUST AMONG LOCAL PARTNERS 
AND PROFESSIONALS

FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION

Involve communities and 
start educative dialogues. 
Investigate the current 
cultural, social environ-
ment of the community 
and initiate discussion.
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Applying an Expanded Garden project in your community can 
bring each partner/participant several benefits such as: 

opening new perspectives for the local community and 
school community

creating intersubjective production of meaning through 
artistic events

improving relationships between different partners

creating moments of co-creation between the different partners

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?

In order to carry out a successful project, you would 
need at least: 

Contact with one or two local groups that know each 
other through other contexts (association, work 
relationship)

A translator and researcher or artist assistant 

A cooperation with a school

A solar cooker or organisations with solar cookers

Video and photography equipment
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HOW SHOULD YOU DO IT?
In DANUrB we followed four steps:

Research on the internet and site-specific research

Meetings for exchange of interests with our local partners, defining 
mutual interests on common ground and seeds 

Integration of the local partners in the workshops at the schoolyard 
and intersection of trans-disciplinary approaches, working, eating, 
drawing, solar cooking and talking are taking place at the same time.

Develop a format for the representation of results for participants 
and potential visiting groups (especially schools, etc.).

GENERAL GUIDELINES:
The expanded garden is a laboratory on collaboration and coopera-
tion on  territory practices, interventions are used as a situation for 
co-production and knowledge exchange

Close collaboration needs time and face to face communication

Respondents need support (e.g. technical support)

Research on site and direct exchange of interest 

Consider necessary language skills

The project should result in interactions between local partners and 
the schools 
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Participatory processes in education

During the Interreg project DANUrB, working with local communities 
was a key issue. We focused on processes which can be adapted in 
small towns and provide knowledge and tools for people to valorise 
their heritage and improve their environment. In this guide, we intro-
duce The Expanded Garden workshop, one of our activity related to 
participatory processes in education.

The Expanded Garden works with art interventions, called micro-labora-
tories, which focus on the interrelations of critical education, contempo-
rary art practices and urban environmental policies. Interventions took 
place in different schoolyards and their surroundings. Based on the as-
sumption that education can take place in every moment and everywhe-
re, the micro-laboratories constitute an expanded territory of performa-
tive learning, a place of playful reflection about urban-rural space, aiming 
at reflecting on our daily ecological behaviour.
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WHO IS IT FOR? 

For visual artists, scholars, citizens or institutions who want to think and 
act around the idea of the “Cooperative City”:
People who want to reconnect the schools with the city, through the per-
spective of young people and through interventions on semi-rural and 
semi-public spaces. 
People who are interested in creating new spaces for knowledge exchan-
ge and cultural production between schools, visual artists and commu-
nity initiatives on alternative models of a sustainable economy 
People who try to visualize different agricultural heritage systems
And artist-researchers who focus on research about participatory met-
hods through techniques of cooperatives games, similar sociometric 
exercises and new media pedagogies. 
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WHY DO WE DO IT? 

The micro-laboratories consist of punctual interventions forming 
a mobile laboratory, which can be displayed and positioned on 
various sites. It is transportable to various places and thus makes 
education an issue that takes place everywhere. In the expand-
ed garden being a more specific issue on the environmental 
conditions and about food and food culture, artists and teachers 
offer space to students for experimental production based on 
knowledge exchange among themselves. This action can also 
be used to connect public schools with local enterprises in the 
food and agriculture sector and thus increase the students’ iden-
tification with local products and foods.
At the heart of these artistic interventions are interdisciplinary 
investigations of public space and its continuous transforma-
tion. Emphasis is put on the critical articulation of actual urban 
and rural/urban landscapes including food production and re-
tail. Working on the assumption that every place constitutes 
an open system, the expanded garden helps to detect and put 
under scrutiny the potentials of symbolic and social/political in-
terference in such spaces. 
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OUR STORY

The Expanded Garden project derives from the artistic pro-
ject “Corridor Breaks” that Irene Lucas and Christoph Euler 
designed for the Manifesta 8 (2010) exhibition in Murcia, and 
that they have also carried out in Vienna in adapted versions. 

Starting from the concept of   the art device of Brian Hol-
mes, the main idea was to realize artistic interventions in 
courtyards of different schools to develop a photo-ins-
tallation - diagram as a comparative network of series of 
photos developed through group dynamics and interacti-
ons at the school and outside the school.

The Expanded Garden micro-laboratories use the 
schoolyard as the starting point for a route that links the 
school with civic initiatives in a  2km radius of the schools, 
in the form of a sustainable route. Following local projects 
or initiatives in each community and connecting them to 

the playgrounds of the schools is the strategy, which al-
lows to open up an interdisciplinary space of co-creation 
and knowledge exchange. 

It is decisive to contact initiatives around principal mo-
vements on sustainable matters such as Permaculture, 
Slow Food, Biodiversity, Bike Community, Coworking 
Spaces, Urban Gardening, Food Coops, Community 
Seed Banks ... During the research period, it is impor-
tant to have a wide angle to give space to specific local 
projects which are perhaps grounded in global move-
ments, such as the network of transition towns.

Essential ingredients of our methodology are dynamics 
dealing with cooperative games, mappings, collaborative 
visual production through drawings, video and photog-
raphy and at the end the celebration of a collective lunch.
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OCCURRING PROBLEMS SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TOOLS/METHODOLOGY OF 
THE SOLUTION

Kids and students don’t have 
the knowledge to reconnect 
with their environment.

Difficulties in the communi-
cation among local initiatives.

Lack of community-based 
practices (like planning and 
sharing ideas in teams)

Horizontal collaboration with local 
partners need time and similar in-
terests (so far, only on one occasion 
did we have difficulties with the col-
laboration with paid assistants)

Include our contacts to defi-
ne the intention of the project 
and to visit the places of inte-
rest and possible cooperation

Encourage kids, school com-
munities and local stakeholders 
to connect and collaborate. 

Define clear roles 
and capabilities

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING: 
Discussing problems and opportunities reveals 
new information that leads to better results.

MENTAL MAPPING: 
It provides an opportunity to develop a dialogue 
about certain subjective and objective topics, ther-
eby, participants can create a new social environ-
mental  “map”.

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE:
In many cases, the dialogue itself leads to a solution 
without further actions taken.

PLACEMAKING: 
Rethinking and redesigning unused or underused 
places by the Danube or in their cities through tem-
porarily using them for social, cultural or environ-
mental purposes.

INCREASE TRUST AMONG LOCAL PARTNERS 
AND PROFESSIONALS

FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION

Involve communities and 
start educative dialogues. 
Investigate the current 
cultural, social environ-
ment of the community 
and initiate discussion.
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Applying an Expanded Garden project in your community can 
bring each partner/participant several benefits such as: 

opening new perspectives for the local community and 
school community

creating intersubjective production of meaning through 
artistic events

improving relationships between different partners

creating moments of co-creation between the different partners

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?

In order to carry out a successful project, you would 
need at least: 

Contact with one or two local groups that know each 
other through other contexts (association, work 
relationship)

A translator and researcher or artist assistant 

A cooperation with a school

A solar cooker or organisations with solar cookers

Video and photography equipment

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

HOW SHOULD YOU DO IT?
In DANUrB we followed four steps:

Research on the internet and site-specific research

Meetings for exchange of interests with our local partners, defining 
mutual interests on common ground and seeds 

Integration of the local partners in the workshops at the schoolyard 
and intersection of trans-disciplinary approaches, working, eating, 
drawing, solar cooking and talking are taking place at the same time.

Develop a format for the representation of results for participants 
and potential visiting groups (especially schools, etc.).

GENERAL GUIDELINES:
The expanded garden is a laboratory on collaboration and coopera-
tion on  territory practices, interventions are used as a situation for 
co-production and knowledge exchange

Close collaboration needs time and face to face communication

Respondents need support (e.g. technical support)

Research on site and direct exchange of interest 

Consider necessary language skills

The project should result in interactions between local partners and 
the schools 
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Participatory processes in education

During the Interreg project DANUrB, working with local communities 
was a key issue. We focused on processes which can be adapted in 
small towns and provide knowledge and tools for people to valorise 
their heritage and improve their environment. In this guide, we intro-
duce The Expanded Garden workshop, one of our activity related to 
participatory processes in education.

The Expanded Garden works with art interventions, called micro-labora-
tories, which focus on the interrelations of critical education, contempo-
rary art practices and urban environmental policies. Interventions took 
place in different schoolyards and their surroundings. Based on the as-
sumption that education can take place in every moment and everywhe-
re, the micro-laboratories constitute an expanded territory of performa-
tive learning, a place of playful reflection about urban-rural space, aiming 
at reflecting on our daily ecological behaviour.
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WHO IS IT FOR? 

For visual artists, scholars, citizens or institutions who want to think and 
act around the idea of the “Cooperative City”:
People who want to reconnect the schools with the city, through the per-
spective of young people and through interventions on semi-rural and 
semi-public spaces. 
People who are interested in creating new spaces for knowledge exchan-
ge and cultural production between schools, visual artists and commu-
nity initiatives on alternative models of a sustainable economy 
People who try to visualize different agricultural heritage systems
And artist-researchers who focus on research about participatory met-
hods through techniques of cooperatives games, similar sociometric 
exercises and new media pedagogies. 

expanded 
education

sustainable 
economyplace based education

art and participation

WHY DO WE DO IT? 

The micro-laboratories consist of punctual interventions forming 
a mobile laboratory, which can be displayed and positioned on 
various sites. It is transportable to various places and thus makes 
education an issue that takes place everywhere. In the expand-
ed garden being a more specific issue on the environmental 
conditions and about food and food culture, artists and teachers 
offer space to students for experimental production based on 
knowledge exchange among themselves. This action can also 
be used to connect public schools with local enterprises in the 
food and agriculture sector and thus increase the students’ iden-
tification with local products and foods.
At the heart of these artistic interventions are interdisciplinary 
investigations of public space and its continuous transforma-
tion. Emphasis is put on the critical articulation of actual urban 
and rural/urban landscapes including food production and re-
tail. Working on the assumption that every place constitutes 
an open system, the expanded garden helps to detect and put 
under scrutiny the potentials of symbolic and social/political in-
terference in such spaces. 
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OUR STORY

The Expanded Garden project derives from the artistic pro-
ject “Corridor Breaks” that Irene Lucas and Christoph Euler 
designed for the Manifesta 8 (2010) exhibition in Murcia, and 
that they have also carried out in Vienna in adapted versions. 

Starting from the concept of   the art device of Brian Hol-
mes, the main idea was to realize artistic interventions in 
courtyards of different schools to develop a photo-ins-
tallation - diagram as a comparative network of series of 
photos developed through group dynamics and interacti-
ons at the school and outside the school.

The Expanded Garden micro-laboratories use the 
schoolyard as the starting point for a route that links the 
school with civic initiatives in a  2km radius of the schools, 
in the form of a sustainable route. Following local projects 
or initiatives in each community and connecting them to 

the playgrounds of the schools is the strategy, which al-
lows to open up an interdisciplinary space of co-creation 
and knowledge exchange. 

It is decisive to contact initiatives around principal mo-
vements on sustainable matters such as Permaculture, 
Slow Food, Biodiversity, Bike Community, Coworking 
Spaces, Urban Gardening, Food Coops, Community 
Seed Banks ... During the research period, it is impor-
tant to have a wide angle to give space to specific local 
projects which are perhaps grounded in global move-
ments, such as the network of transition towns.

Essential ingredients of our methodology are dynamics 
dealing with cooperative games, mappings, collaborative 
visual production through drawings, video and photog-
raphy and at the end the celebration of a collective lunch.
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OCCURRING PROBLEMS SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TOOLS/METHODOLOGY OF 
THE SOLUTION

Kids and students don’t have 
the knowledge to reconnect 
with their environment.

Difficulties in the communi-
cation among local initiatives.

Lack of community-based 
practices (like planning and 
sharing ideas in teams)

Horizontal collaboration with local 
partners need time and similar in-
terests (so far, only on one occasion 
did we have difficulties with the col-
laboration with paid assistants)

Include our contacts to defi-
ne the intention of the project 
and to visit the places of inte-
rest and possible cooperation

Encourage kids, school com-
munities and local stakeholders 
to connect and collaborate. 

Define clear roles 
and capabilities

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING: 
Discussing problems and opportunities reveals 
new information that leads to better results.

MENTAL MAPPING: 
It provides an opportunity to develop a dialogue 
about certain subjective and objective topics, ther-
eby, participants can create a new social environ-
mental  “map”.

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE:
In many cases, the dialogue itself leads to a solution 
without further actions taken.

PLACEMAKING: 
Rethinking and redesigning unused or underused 
places by the Danube or in their cities through tem-
porarily using them for social, cultural or environ-
mental purposes.

INCREASE TRUST AMONG LOCAL PARTNERS 
AND PROFESSIONALS

FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION

Involve communities and 
start educative dialogues. 
Investigate the current 
cultural, social environ-
ment of the community 
and initiate discussion.
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Applying an Expanded Garden project in your community can 
bring each partner/participant several benefits such as: 

opening new perspectives for the local community and 
school community

creating intersubjective production of meaning through 
artistic events

improving relationships between different partners

creating moments of co-creation between the different partners

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?

In order to carry out a successful project, you would 
need at least: 

Contact with one or two local groups that know each 
other through other contexts (association, work 
relationship)

A translator and researcher or artist assistant 

A cooperation with a school

A solar cooker or organisations with solar cookers

Video and photography equipment

•

•
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•

HOW SHOULD YOU DO IT?
In DANUrB we followed four steps:

Research on the internet and site-specific research

Meetings for exchange of interests with our local partners, defining 
mutual interests on common ground and seeds 

Integration of the local partners in the workshops at the schoolyard 
and intersection of trans-disciplinary approaches, working, eating, 
drawing, solar cooking and talking are taking place at the same time.

Develop a format for the representation of results for participants 
and potential visiting groups (especially schools, etc.).

GENERAL GUIDELINES:
The expanded garden is a laboratory on collaboration and coopera-
tion on  territory practices, interventions are used as a situation for 
co-production and knowledge exchange

Close collaboration needs time and face to face communication

Respondents need support (e.g. technical support)

Research on site and direct exchange of interest 

Consider necessary language skills

The project should result in interactions between local partners and 
the schools 
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Participatory processes in education

During the Interreg project DANUrB, working with local communities 
was a key issue. We focused on processes which can be adapted in 
small towns and provide knowledge and tools for people to valorise 
their heritage and improve their environment. In this guide, we intro-
duce The Expanded Garden workshop, one of our activity related to 
participatory processes in education.

The Expanded Garden works with art interventions, called micro-labora-
tories, which focus on the interrelations of critical education, contempo-
rary art practices and urban environmental policies. Interventions took 
place in different schoolyards and their surroundings. Based on the as-
sumption that education can take place in every moment and everywhe-
re, the micro-laboratories constitute an expanded territory of performa-
tive learning, a place of playful reflection about urban-rural space, aiming 
at reflecting on our daily ecological behaviour.
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WHO IS IT FOR? 

For visual artists, scholars, citizens or institutions who want to think and 
act around the idea of the “Cooperative City”:
People who want to reconnect the schools with the city, through the per-
spective of young people and through interventions on semi-rural and 
semi-public spaces. 
People who are interested in creating new spaces for knowledge exchan-
ge and cultural production between schools, visual artists and commu-
nity initiatives on alternative models of a sustainable economy 
People who try to visualize different agricultural heritage systems
And artist-researchers who focus on research about participatory met-
hods through techniques of cooperatives games, similar sociometric 
exercises and new media pedagogies. 
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sustainable 
economyplace based education

art and participation

WHY DO WE DO IT? 

The micro-laboratories consist of punctual interventions forming 
a mobile laboratory, which can be displayed and positioned on 
various sites. It is transportable to various places and thus makes 
education an issue that takes place everywhere. In the expand-
ed garden being a more specific issue on the environmental 
conditions and about food and food culture, artists and teachers 
offer space to students for experimental production based on 
knowledge exchange among themselves. This action can also 
be used to connect public schools with local enterprises in the 
food and agriculture sector and thus increase the students’ iden-
tification with local products and foods.
At the heart of these artistic interventions are interdisciplinary 
investigations of public space and its continuous transforma-
tion. Emphasis is put on the critical articulation of actual urban 
and rural/urban landscapes including food production and re-
tail. Working on the assumption that every place constitutes 
an open system, the expanded garden helps to detect and put 
under scrutiny the potentials of symbolic and social/political in-
terference in such spaces. 
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OUR STORY

The Expanded Garden project derives from the artistic pro-
ject “Corridor Breaks” that Irene Lucas and Christoph Euler 
designed for the Manifesta 8 (2010) exhibition in Murcia, and 
that they have also carried out in Vienna in adapted versions. 

Starting from the concept of   the art device of Brian Hol-
mes, the main idea was to realize artistic interventions in 
courtyards of different schools to develop a photo-ins-
tallation - diagram as a comparative network of series of 
photos developed through group dynamics and interacti-
ons at the school and outside the school.

The Expanded Garden micro-laboratories use the 
schoolyard as the starting point for a route that links the 
school with civic initiatives in a  2km radius of the schools, 
in the form of a sustainable route. Following local projects 
or initiatives in each community and connecting them to 

the playgrounds of the schools is the strategy, which al-
lows to open up an interdisciplinary space of co-creation 
and knowledge exchange. 

It is decisive to contact initiatives around principal mo-
vements on sustainable matters such as Permaculture, 
Slow Food, Biodiversity, Bike Community, Coworking 
Spaces, Urban Gardening, Food Coops, Community 
Seed Banks ... During the research period, it is impor-
tant to have a wide angle to give space to specific local 
projects which are perhaps grounded in global move-
ments, such as the network of transition towns.

Essential ingredients of our methodology are dynamics 
dealing with cooperative games, mappings, collaborative 
visual production through drawings, video and photog-
raphy and at the end the celebration of a collective lunch.
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OCCURRING PROBLEMS SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TOOLS/METHODOLOGY OF 
THE SOLUTION

Kids and students don’t have 
the knowledge to reconnect 
with their environment.

Difficulties in the communi-
cation among local initiatives.

Lack of community-based 
practices (like planning and 
sharing ideas in teams)

Horizontal collaboration with local 
partners need time and similar in-
terests (so far, only on one occasion 
did we have difficulties with the col-
laboration with paid assistants)

Include our contacts to defi-
ne the intention of the project 
and to visit the places of inte-
rest and possible cooperation

Encourage kids, school com-
munities and local stakeholders 
to connect and collaborate. 

Define clear roles 
and capabilities

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING: 
Discussing problems and opportunities reveals 
new information that leads to better results.

MENTAL MAPPING: 
It provides an opportunity to develop a dialogue 
about certain subjective and objective topics, ther-
eby, participants can create a new social environ-
mental  “map”.

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE:
In many cases, the dialogue itself leads to a solution 
without further actions taken.

PLACEMAKING: 
Rethinking and redesigning unused or underused 
places by the Danube or in their cities through tem-
porarily using them for social, cultural or environ-
mental purposes.

INCREASE TRUST AMONG LOCAL PARTNERS 
AND PROFESSIONALS

FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION

Involve communities and 
start educative dialogues. 
Investigate the current 
cultural, social environ-
ment of the community 
and initiate discussion.
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Applying an Expanded Garden project in your community can 
bring each partner/participant several benefits such as: 

opening new perspectives for the local community and 
school community

creating intersubjective production of meaning through 
artistic events

improving relationships between different partners

creating moments of co-creation between the different partners

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?

In order to carry out a successful project, you would 
need at least: 

Contact with one or two local groups that know each 
other through other contexts (association, work 
relationship)

A translator and researcher or artist assistant 

A cooperation with a school

A solar cooker or organisations with solar cookers

Video and photography equipment
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HOW SHOULD YOU DO IT?
In DANUrB we followed four steps:

Research on the internet and site-specific research

Meetings for exchange of interests with our local partners, defining 
mutual interests on common ground and seeds 

Integration of the local partners in the workshops at the schoolyard 
and intersection of trans-disciplinary approaches, working, eating, 
drawing, solar cooking and talking are taking place at the same time.

Develop a format for the representation of results for participants 
and potential visiting groups (especially schools, etc.).

GENERAL GUIDELINES:
The expanded garden is a laboratory on collaboration and coopera-
tion on  territory practices, interventions are used as a situation for 
co-production and knowledge exchange

Close collaboration needs time and face to face communication

Respondents need support (e.g. technical support)

Research on site and direct exchange of interest 

Consider necessary language skills

The project should result in interactions between local partners and 
the schools 
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Participatory processes in education

During the Interreg project DANUrB, working with local communities 
was a key issue. We focused on processes which can be adapted in 
small towns and provide knowledge and tools for people to valorise 
their heritage and improve their environment. In this guide, we intro-
duce The Expanded Garden workshop, one of our activity related to 
participatory processes in education.

The Expanded Garden works with art interventions, called micro-labora-
tories, which focus on the interrelations of critical education, contempo-
rary art practices and urban environmental policies. Interventions took 
place in different schoolyards and their surroundings. Based on the as-
sumption that education can take place in every moment and everywhe-
re, the micro-laboratories constitute an expanded territory of performa-
tive learning, a place of playful reflection about urban-rural space, aiming 
at reflecting on our daily ecological behaviour.
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WHO IS IT FOR? 

For visual artists, scholars, citizens or institutions who want to think and 
act around the idea of the “Cooperative City”:
People who want to reconnect the schools with the city, through the per-
spective of young people and through interventions on semi-rural and 
semi-public spaces. 
People who are interested in creating new spaces for knowledge exchan-
ge and cultural production between schools, visual artists and commu-
nity initiatives on alternative models of a sustainable economy 
People who try to visualize different agricultural heritage systems
And artist-researchers who focus on research about participatory met-
hods through techniques of cooperatives games, similar sociometric 
exercises and new media pedagogies. 
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economyplace based education

art and participation

WHY DO WE DO IT? 

The micro-laboratories consist of punctual interventions forming 
a mobile laboratory, which can be displayed and positioned on 
various sites. It is transportable to various places and thus makes 
education an issue that takes place everywhere. In the expand-
ed garden being a more specific issue on the environmental 
conditions and about food and food culture, artists and teachers 
offer space to students for experimental production based on 
knowledge exchange among themselves. This action can also 
be used to connect public schools with local enterprises in the 
food and agriculture sector and thus increase the students’ iden-
tification with local products and foods.
At the heart of these artistic interventions are interdisciplinary 
investigations of public space and its continuous transforma-
tion. Emphasis is put on the critical articulation of actual urban 
and rural/urban landscapes including food production and re-
tail. Working on the assumption that every place constitutes 
an open system, the expanded garden helps to detect and put 
under scrutiny the potentials of symbolic and social/political in-
terference in such spaces. 
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OUR STORY

The Expanded Garden project derives from the artistic pro-
ject “Corridor Breaks” that Irene Lucas and Christoph Euler 
designed for the Manifesta 8 (2010) exhibition in Murcia, and 
that they have also carried out in Vienna in adapted versions. 

Starting from the concept of   the art device of Brian Hol-
mes, the main idea was to realize artistic interventions in 
courtyards of different schools to develop a photo-ins-
tallation - diagram as a comparative network of series of 
photos developed through group dynamics and interacti-
ons at the school and outside the school.

The Expanded Garden micro-laboratories use the 
schoolyard as the starting point for a route that links the 
school with civic initiatives in a  2km radius of the schools, 
in the form of a sustainable route. Following local projects 
or initiatives in each community and connecting them to 

the playgrounds of the schools is the strategy, which al-
lows to open up an interdisciplinary space of co-creation 
and knowledge exchange. 

It is decisive to contact initiatives around principal mo-
vements on sustainable matters such as Permaculture, 
Slow Food, Biodiversity, Bike Community, Coworking 
Spaces, Urban Gardening, Food Coops, Community 
Seed Banks ... During the research period, it is impor-
tant to have a wide angle to give space to specific local 
projects which are perhaps grounded in global move-
ments, such as the network of transition towns.

Essential ingredients of our methodology are dynamics 
dealing with cooperative games, mappings, collaborative 
visual production through drawings, video and photog-
raphy and at the end the celebration of a collective lunch.
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OCCURRING PROBLEMS SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TOOLS/METHODOLOGY OF 
THE SOLUTION

Kids and students don’t have 
the knowledge to reconnect 
with their environment.

Difficulties in the communi-
cation among local initiatives.

Lack of community-based 
practices (like planning and 
sharing ideas in teams)

Horizontal collaboration with local 
partners need time and similar in-
terests (so far, only on one occasion 
did we have difficulties with the col-
laboration with paid assistants)

Include our contacts to defi-
ne the intention of the project 
and to visit the places of inte-
rest and possible cooperation

Encourage kids, school com-
munities and local stakeholders 
to connect and collaborate. 

Define clear roles 
and capabilities

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING: 
Discussing problems and opportunities reveals 
new information that leads to better results.

MENTAL MAPPING: 
It provides an opportunity to develop a dialogue 
about certain subjective and objective topics, ther-
eby, participants can create a new social environ-
mental  “map”.

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE:
In many cases, the dialogue itself leads to a solution 
without further actions taken.

PLACEMAKING: 
Rethinking and redesigning unused or underused 
places by the Danube or in their cities through tem-
porarily using them for social, cultural or environ-
mental purposes.

INCREASE TRUST AMONG LOCAL PARTNERS 
AND PROFESSIONALS

FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION

Involve communities and 
start educative dialogues. 
Investigate the current 
cultural, social environ-
ment of the community 
and initiate discussion.
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Applying an Expanded Garden project in your community can 
bring each partner/participant several benefits such as: 

opening new perspectives for the local community and 
school community

creating intersubjective production of meaning through 
artistic events

improving relationships between different partners

creating moments of co-creation between the different partners

WHAT WILL YOU NEED?

In order to carry out a successful project, you would 
need at least: 

Contact with one or two local groups that know each 
other through other contexts (association, work 
relationship)

A translator and researcher or artist assistant 

A cooperation with a school

A solar cooker or organisations with solar cookers

Video and photography equipment

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

HOW SHOULD YOU DO IT?
In DANUrB we followed four steps:

Research on the internet and site-specific research

Meetings for exchange of interests with our local partners, defining 
mutual interests on common ground and seeds 

Integration of the local partners in the workshops at the schoolyard 
and intersection of trans-disciplinary approaches, working, eating, 
drawing, solar cooking and talking are taking place at the same time.

Develop a format for the representation of results for participants 
and potential visiting groups (especially schools, etc.).

GENERAL GUIDELINES:
The expanded garden is a laboratory on collaboration and coopera-
tion on  territory practices, interventions are used as a situation for 
co-production and knowledge exchange

Close collaboration needs time and face to face communication

Respondents need support (e.g. technical support)

Research on site and direct exchange of interest 

Consider necessary language skills

The project should result in interactions between local partners and 
the schools 
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 A GUIDE FOR THE EXPANDED 
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Participatory processes in education

During the Interreg project DANUrB, working with local communities 
was a key issue. We focused on processes which can be adapted in 
small towns and provide knowledge and tools for people to valorise 
their heritage and improve their environment. In this guide, we intro-
duce The Expanded Garden workshop, one of our activity related to 
participatory processes in education.

The Expanded Garden works with art interventions, called micro-labora-
tories, which focus on the interrelations of critical education, contempo-
rary art practices and urban environmental policies. Interventions took 
place in different schoolyards and their surroundings. Based on the as-
sumption that education can take place in every moment and everywhe-
re, the micro-laboratories constitute an expanded territory of performa-
tive learning, a place of playful reflection about urban-rural space, aiming 
at reflecting on our daily ecological behaviour.
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WHO IS IT FOR? 

For visual artists, scholars, citizens or institutions who want to think and 
act around the idea of the “Cooperative City”:
People who want to reconnect the schools with the city, through the per-
spective of young people and through interventions on semi-rural and 
semi-public spaces. 
People who are interested in creating new spaces for knowledge exchan-
ge and cultural production between schools, visual artists and commu-
nity initiatives on alternative models of a sustainable economy 
People who try to visualize different agricultural heritage systems
And artist-researchers who focus on research about participatory met-
hods through techniques of cooperatives games, similar sociometric 
exercises and new media pedagogies. 

expanded 
education

sustainable 
economyplace based education

art and participation

WHY DO WE DO IT? 

The micro-laboratories consist of punctual interventions forming 
a mobile laboratory, which can be displayed and positioned on 
various sites. It is transportable to various places and thus makes 
education an issue that takes place everywhere. In the expand-
ed garden being a more specific issue on the environmental 
conditions and about food and food culture, artists and teachers 
offer space to students for experimental production based on 
knowledge exchange among themselves. This action can also 
be used to connect public schools with local enterprises in the 
food and agriculture sector and thus increase the students’ iden-
tification with local products and foods.
At the heart of these artistic interventions are interdisciplinary 
investigations of public space and its continuous transforma-
tion. Emphasis is put on the critical articulation of actual urban 
and rural/urban landscapes including food production and re-
tail. Working on the assumption that every place constitutes 
an open system, the expanded garden helps to detect and put 
under scrutiny the potentials of symbolic and social/political in-
terference in such spaces. 
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